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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (Xi, i> 11 be mutually independent random variables with common 
continuous distribution function F and let X,~, d X2,,z 6 . < X,., 
represent the order statistics of X, ,..., X,,. The quantile function of F is 
defined by 
Q(t) = inf{x: F(x) > t}, o<t<t, 
and the empirical quantile function is 
Q,(f) = x,,w (k-l)/n<tdk/n (k = 1, 2 ,...) n). 
C&g6 and RtvCsz [lo] introduced the quantile process 
I, = n”*f(Q(t)NQ(f) - Q,,(t)), o<t<1, 
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where f = F is the density function of F. By the continuity of F, 
( Ui = F(X,), i b 1 } are independent, identically distributed random 
variables with uniform distribution on (0, 1). The corresponding order 
statistics are denoted by U,., < UZ,n Q ... d U,,,. Let 
U,(t) = Uk.n, (k- l)/n<t<k/n (k = 1, 2,..., n) 
be the uniform empirical quantile function and 
u,(t)=n”2(t- U,(t)), o<t<1, 
stand for the uniform quantile process. The quantile processes p, and u,, 
have been investigated from probabilistic as well as from statistical points 
of view. For surveying theoretical results and applications we refer to 
L-6, 7, 111. 
Let {k,,, n3 l} b e a sequence of positive numbers such that 
l,<k,dPI and k,+m,n-+m. 
If k,, also satisfies the condition that 
(1.1) 
k,ln --) 0, n--+m, (1.2) 
then it is called intermediate sequence. The asymptotic distribution of X,“., 
has been studied by many authors. In the case of k, = 1 the limit dis- 
tribution of (X,., - b,(n))/a,(n) is one of the Gnedenko [ 131 extreme value 
limit laws. Similar results hold for the case k, = k, with k, constant (cf. 
[ 131). It is well known that (X,n.n - b,(n))/a,(n) is asymptotically normal 
if k,,/n -+ F(x,), 0 < F(x,) < 1 and f = F is positive and continuous in x,,. 
Smirnov [ 161 proves that non-normal limit variables are possible when 
k,,/n -+ p, 0 < p < 1, such that n”‘(k,/n - p) converges to a constant. In the 
latter case Smirnov [ 161 also determines all the possible limit laws and 
their domains of attraction. Chibisov [4] derives three different sets of 
limit variables when k, satisfies (1.2), i.e., when X,n,n is an intermediate 
order statistic. Cheng [3] and Mejzler [ 151 present conditions under 
which these limiting laws apply for intermediate order statistics. For a com- 
prehensive study of limiting distributions of order statistics we refer to 
Balkema and De Haan [ 1,2]. An interesting result of Smirnov [ 171 says 
that if (Xkn,, - b&))ladn) h as a limit distribution for all k, satisfying 
(1.1) and (1.2), then the limit must be normal. The necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the domain of attraction of normal law is also given in [2]. 
Cooi C51 proves that if (Xrk.+ - bCk,t,,(n))laCk.t,,(n), 0 < rl < 
t2 < ... <t,, has a limit distribution for each i= 1, 2,..., N, then the joint 
distribution of these intermediate order statistics also has an N-dimensional 
limiting distribution, assuming k, satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). 
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The main aim of this paper is to extend Cooil’s result into a weak con- 
vergence in weighted metrics. The definition of p,, would appear to suggest 
using 
as a definition of the intermediate quantile process. Unfortunately in this 
definition we cannot separate the terms depending only on n or t in the 
normalizing factor f(Q(tk,/n)). Consequently, we cannot see the order of 
the process immediately. So we need another definition. We assume that F 
satisfies the following condition: 
(C) F is continuous on its open support (tF, t’), f = F exists and 
strictly positive on (fF> 431, t, <-x0, and f(Q(t)) = t”L(t), where 
-m < c( < m and L is a slowly varying function at zero. 
Horvath [ 141 shows that if f satisfies one of the von Mises sufficient con- 
ditions for the domain of attractions of extreme value distributions, then 
condition (C) always holds. On the other hand, if f is nondecreasing 
on (tF, x0], then the von Mises conditions are sufficient and necessary 
(cf. De Haan [ 121). In Section 3 we prove the weak convergence of the 
intermediate quantile process 
y,(t) = nk- “2(kln)” -W,,ln) t”(Q(kln) - Q,(Wn)) 
to a Wiener process in weighted metrics. The central limit theorem of Cooil 
[IS] follows immediately from the weak convergence of y, under weaker 
conditions. Also, our results may help provide a probabilistic underpinning 
for inferential statistical procedures which rely on only weak parametric 
assumptions and thus provide a general way of studying the tail of an 
unknown distribution function. In particular, the weak convergence of Y,, in 
weighted metrics can be used to prove the asymptotic normality of sums of 
weighted intermediate order statistics (linear combinations). 
In Section 2 we prove probability inequalities and weighted 
approximations for the uniform intermediate quantile process (cf. (2.1)) in 
terms of appropriate Gaussian processes. These results should be of interest 
on their own. They also lead up to the more general ones of Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON PROCESSES OF UNIFORM ORDER STATISTICS 
We assume that k, satisfies (1.1) and define 
v,(t) = nk; ‘12( tk,/n - U,( tk,/n)), o<t<1. 
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It follows from the definition of u,(t) that 
o,(r) = (n/k”p2 u,(tk,/n). (2.1) 
Using this observation we can easily derive an approximation of u,. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let k, satisfy (1.1). We can define a sequence of standard 
Wiener processes { W,,(t), t B O},:, such that 
P( sup /u,(t)-Z,(t)(>k;“*(alogd+x)}<bexp(-cx)) 
0 G , < d,‘k, 
Mith 
Z,(t) = W,(t) - (k/n) WMk) 
for each no < d < n, 0 < x < d’/*, where no, a, b and c are constants. 
ProoJ: C.&go et al. [S] construct a sequence of Brownian bridges 
{B,,(t), O< t< 1),X=, such that 
P{ sup [u,(t)-B,(t)l>n-“*(alogd+x)}<bexp(-cx) (2.2) 
0 < I < d/n 
holds for each no < d < n, 0 < x < d”‘, where no, a, b, and c are constants. 
Applying (2.1) we get 
p io2,, lb M” I 
B,( tk,/n) > k; ‘j2(a log d + x) 
} 
d b exp( - cx). (2.3) 
Let { W(t), t > 0} denote a standard Wiener process. Then we have 
B,(tk,ln), 0 d t 6 nlk, 
112 
tW(l),O<t,<n/k, 
2 ( W(t) - (tk,/n) W(n/k,), 0 < t 6 n/k,) (2.4) 
for each n. Theorem 2.1 immediately follows from (2.3) and (2.4) by 
Lemma 3.1.1-3.1.3 in [6]. 
Csiirgii et al. [S] prove that (2.2) results in a weak approximation of u, 
in weighted metrics. We can also apply this result to v,. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let k, satisf~~ (1.1). Zf 0 < v < 4, then, as n + co, we have 
k;; sup ~u,(t)-z,(t)~/t”~~~“=O,(l) 
ilk, S 1 G n/k, 
for each 0 < A < co, where Z, is defined in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof By Theorem 2.1 in [S], or by Theorem in [9], we have for all 
0 < A < cx that 
n” sup Iu,(t)--B,(f)l/t”2~‘=0,(1), n-+m, 
i/u $ I < 1 
with the sequence of Brownian bridges {B,,(t), 0 6 t d 1 } of (2.2). Using 
again (2.1) and (2.4) we obtain the result. 
Let T> 0, and introduce the following set of functions: 
K,={q:(O,Tl-+(O,a3), inf q(t)>O,O<6<T 
ii<f<T 
and q is non-decreasing in a neighbourhood of O}. 
For each q E K, we define 
4% c) = jar f ~ I exp( -cq*(t)/I) dt, 
where c is a positive constant. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let k, satisfy ( 1.1) and 0 < T < lim inf n/k,. 
(i) Zfq is strict!y positive on (0, T] and lim, +,, q(t)/t”’ = co, then, as 
n-+oo, 
sup I~,(t)--Z,(t)llq(t)=o,(l) 
i/k. s I < T  
(2.5) 
for each O<IZ<W. 
(ii) Let q E K,. [ f  Z(q, c) < co for some c > 0, then, as n + 00, 
SUP l%(t)l/q(t)- SUP Iz"(t)IMf)=o,(l) (2.6) 
ilk, < I < T  O<r<T 
for each 0 < A < W, where Z, is defined in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. Let 0 < E < T. It follows from the positivity of q and Theorem 2.2 
that 
sup I~,(t)-Z,(t)I/q(t)=o,(l), n+cO. (2.7) 
t<r<r 
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Applying now Theorem 2.2 with v = 0 we get 
sup I~,(~)--Z,(~)I=~,(l) SUP r"'/w, 
ilk, s I < E O<f<& 
and therefore 
lim limsupP{ sup Iv,(t)-ZJt)) >S> =0 
6’0 n-rm ilk, c , < F. 
for each 6>0. We get now (2.5) from (2.7) and (2.8). 
By Proposition 3.1 in [S] the finiteness of Z(q, c) implies 
lim q(t)/t”‘= co, 
1-O 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
and that 
limsup 1 W(t) 1 /q(t) = /? 
t-0 
a.s., (2.10) 
where /3 2 0 is a constant and ( IV(t), t > 0) is a standard Wiener process. 
For proving now (2.6) by (2.5) it is enough to show that, as n + co, 
SUP IZ,(t)I/q(t)- sup IZ,(r)I/q(t)=o,(l). 
2/k, < I < 7 O<CB7 
(2.11) 
Let 0 <E < T. It is easy to check that 
SUP l-%(t)l/q(f)- SUP I-L(~)Ih(~) 
O<!<E ilk, s , < E 
e SUP I wn(t)l/q(~)- SUP I w,(t)l/dt) 
o<t<r. ijk,<t<c 
+ 2&‘12 SUP W4(1))~ I ~n(nlk,)l. 
O&r<,; 
For each n (k,,/n)“2 W,(n/k,) = Q”w( 1) is a standard normal r.v. Thus 
(2.11) follows from (2.10) and (2.12). 
By the proof of Theorem 2.3 we have 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let k, satisfy ( 1.1 ), 0 < PO = lim, _ ~ n/k, < co and 
qEKBo.ZfZ(q,c)<Ooforsomec>O,then,asn-,oo, 
sup I u,(t) I /4(f) -5 
i/k, < I 6 T  
sup WC+- VP,) 4(t) 
OcrGT 0 Ii 
for each O<A<cc and O<T<po, where {W(t), t>O} stands for a 
standard Wiener process. 
We can use Theorems 2.1-2.3 to obtain asymptotic results for the 
weighted uniform intermediate quantile process. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let k, satisfy ( 1.1) and ( 1.2). Then we haoe 
> (k;. I/’ + d/(nk,)“‘)(A log d + x)) < E exp( -Cx) 
for each no <d<n, O<x<d’l’, where { W,,( t ), t 3 0 > ,“= L is the sequence of 
Wiener processes of Theorem 2.1 and n,, A, B, C are constants 
Proof: For each n (k,/n) Ii2 W (n/k ) = 9 W( 1) is 
Thus we can find constants a,, /I:‘, an: c, such that 
a standard normal r.v. 
pi SUP t(k,/n) IW,(nlk,)I>,d/(nk,)"2(u, logd+x)) 
0 s , $ dfk, 
<P{I W(l)la(a, logd+x)} 
66, exp( -c,x) 
for each x > 0, which proves the result by Theorem 2.1. 
Let d denote the Prohorov-Livy distance of measures on the Skorohod 
space 9[0, T], v, the measures induced by the processes u,(t), and let w  be 
the Wiener measure on B[O, T]. The following result is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let k, satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). Then we haoe, as n + 00, 
d(v, 3 w) = O((k,, Ii2 + (k,/n)1’2) log k,). 
The proofs of the following theorems are similar to that of Theorem 2.4. In 
particular, Theorem 2.5 follows from Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.6(i) follows 
from Theorem 2.3(i), and Theorem 2.6(ii) follows from Theorem 2.3(ii). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let k, satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). If0 < v < l/2, then for each 
0<1, T-CCC wehave,asn+co, 
sup Iv,(t)- W,(t)I/t1’2~“=0.(k,“+(k,/n)1’2), 
I/k”<r<T 
where ( W,( t ), t > 0 ) ,“= , is the sequence of Wiener processes of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let k, satisfy (1.1 ), (1.2), and 0 < 1, T < co. 
(i) If q is strictly positive on (0, T] and lim, _ o q(t)/t112 = co, then, as 
n-co, 
SUP Ian- W,(t)llq(t)=o.(l), 
Ilk. < t 6 T  
where ( W,(t), t > 0} is the sequence of Wiener processes of Theorem 2.1 
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(ii) Let q E K,. If Z(q, c) < 00 for some c > 0, then, as n + co, 
sup IW)IMt)~ sup I W(t) l/q(t), 
A/k. < I < T O<I<T 
where { W(t), t 3 0} stands for a standard Wiener process. 
3. INTERMEDIATE QUANTILE PROCESSES 
In this section we prove our main results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k, satisfy (l.l), (1.2) -cc <v<$, O<E,, T<oo. If 
condition (C) holds, then, as n + GO, 
A,kfy~<TIYn(t)- wiAt)llt”=oP(l)? 
. . 
where { W,,(t), t 2 0} is the sequence of Wiener processes of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: First we prove that 
sup Ir,*(t)- W,(t)l/t”=o.(l), 
A/k. < I < T 
n + cc. (3.1 
By Corollary 1.2.1.4 of [ 12) we have that if 0 <a < b < co, then 
lim sup L(t) 
I I 
--I =o 
‘-O u<.x<b L(tx) 
(3.2 
expansion we get 
for every slowly varying function L at zero. Using a one-term Taylor 
r,?(t) = (nlk,Y*) f~Q~tkln)(Q(kln) - Q(u,(Wn))) 
(3.3) 
where 
(Wn) A U,(tk,ln) G t,(t) G (tkh) v u,SWn) (3.4) 
(a A b=min(a, b) and a v b=max(a, b)). Let O<E< T. It follows from a 
result of Smirnov [lS] that 
sup 
VOW9 -1 =op(l), n+m. 
c<r<T Wn 
(3.5) 
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Applying condition (C) and (3.2) we obtain 
fK?bW)) 
c:% f(Q(L(t,,, -I =op(1)' 
n-co, 
and therefore Theorem 2.5 gives 
sup Iv:(t)- W,(Qllr”=o,(l), n+m. (3.6) 
&Sf<T 
By Lemmas 1 and 2 of Wellner [ 187 and (3.4) we get 
sup 
i/k, .S I c T  
n-t co, (3.7) 
and therefore, as n + co, 
Using (3.2) we obtain 
SUP 
L(tk,ln) 
Sup L( txk,,‘n) l/k, c , s T  a 6 x < h I I 
= sup 
i//nCuGTkJno<.x<b 
as n --* co, and thus 
(3.8) 
By (3.3) and (3.8) we have that, as n + co, 
sup IVn*(t)l/t’= O,(l) 
l/k.<z<e 
(3.9) 
We get from Theorem 3.4 in [8] that if --co < v < 5, then 
lim P{ sup (FV,(t)I/t”>cSj=O 
c-0 O<I.s& 
(3.10) 
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for each 6 > 0. Theorem 2.6, (3.9) and (3.10) result in 
lim limsupP{ sup ]y,*(t)]/t’>6) =0 (3.11) 
E+o n--tee I/k” < , < E 
for each 6 > 0. Collecting together (3.6), (3.10), and (3.11) we obtain (3.1). 
Next we prove that, as n + co, 
sup Iy,(t)-y,*(t)llt’=o,(l). 
A/k. < I < T 
(3.12) 
Let 0 < E < 1 A T. Using again (3.2) we get 
sup Ir,(~)-r,*(~)ll~” 
EG1GT 
E<I<T 
= o,(l), 
We can define a slowly varying 
(r > 0) is nonincreasing and 
G sup I r,*(t) I/t’ sup 
n-+30. (3.13) 
function at zero L* such that x-‘L*(x) 
. L*(x) 1 
.!?I L(x) = (3.14) 
(cf. Corollary 1.2.1.7 in De Haan [12]). Thus we obtain from (3.14) that 
oz! I t 
r WLln) Wh) 
L(k,t/n) ‘L*Wn) . . 
L*kt/n) 
,?f!? 1 L(k,t/n) 
(Wn)~‘L*(kln) = o(1), 
xoE!l (k,t/n)-‘L*(k,t/n) 
n-co, 
(3.15) 
for every r > 0. Using now (3.15) we get as n + GO 
sup I y,(t) I/t’= sup LWn) 
i.,k,<r<e L(tk,/n) “,*(t)“t’ 
=0(l) /;P<, IviY~)llt”‘~* (3.16) 
. . 
Let 5= (i-v)/2 in (3.16). Then by (3.11) we get 
lim hmsupP{ sup Iy,(t)I/t”>S} =0 
E’O n-rm i/k, c , < E 
(3.17) 
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for each 6>0. The statement (3.12) follows from (3.13), (3.11), and (3.17). 
This also completes the proof of the theorem. 
It is an interesting question whether we can replace I/k,, by 0 or not in 
Theorem 3.1. The answer is negative in general, because 
sup Iv,(t)l/t”= cx) as. 
o<ei- 
for each n, if v > a. However, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k, satisfy ( l.l), ( 1.2), 0 < T < cc and -cc < v 6 a, 
v < $. If condition (C) holds, then, as n -+ 00, 
SUP Ir,(t)- ~n(t)Ilt”=o,(l)? 
0<1<7 
where {W,(t), tb0) is the sequence of Wiener processes of Theorem 2.1. 
Proqf: Let A= $ in Theorem 3.1. Thus by (3.10) it is enough to show 
that 
lim P{ SUP IYn(t)Ilt”>~~ =o (3.18) 
II - 7 o<r< ll(Zk,) 
for all 6 > 0. It is easy to see that 
ost~~2k,, ’ yn(t)“t’ 
X SUP f~“~Q(~)-Q(k/~~~. 
0 < r s 1/(2k,) 
We get again from Theorem 3.1 and (3.10) that 
Applying (3.15) we obtain, as n -+ 00, 
= L ta - ” j’““’ 1 dQ(s) 
rk,ln 
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wheret>Oandz#l-cc.Thuswithz#l-aandO<t<(t-v)/2wehave 
= O(k;- “*+r)=o(l)) n-+co, 
and hence the proof of (3.18) is now complete. 
Theorem 3.2 implies the weak convergence of the intermediate quantile 
proces in the Skorohod space 9[0, 7J. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let k, satisfy (l.l), (1.2), and O< T< co. We assume 
that condition (C) holds. 
(i) ZfOda<co, then, usn-,oo, 
y,(t) 
9co. T] 
’ W(t). 
(ii) Zf --oo <a<0 then, as n + cc, 
n’ ~ “ki ‘j2L(k,/n)( Q( tk,/n) - Q,,( tk,/n)) r/co’ ” + W( t)/t”, 
where { W(t), t > 0} stands for a standard Wiener process. 
Corollary 3.1 says that if we want to obtain a Gaussian limit in the case 
of --c13 <a < 0, then we must drop the normalizing function tr in the 
definition of y,(t). When -co < CI < 0 the limit process of yJt) is given in 
terms of exponential partial sums (cf. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in [ 141). 
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